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Expert C# 2008 Business ObjectsApress, 2008
Do you want to create .NET applications that provide high performance and scalability? Do you want to employ object–oriented programming techniques in a distributed environment? Do you want to maximize the reuse and maintainability of your code? Then this book is for you.
In Rockford Lhotka’s Expert C# 2008...
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Spring DataPackt Publishing, 2012

	Want to make it easier to implement data access with your Spring-powered applications? Then this is the book you need. A complete tutorial to Spring Data, it makes learning easier with lots of code examples and clear instructions.


	Overview

	
		Implement JPA repositories with lesser code
	...
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Grails 1.1 Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Web development is tricky--even a simple web application has a number of context changes ready to trip up the unwary. Grails takes the everyday pain out of web application development, allowing us to focus on delivering real application logic and create seamless experiences that will address the needs of our users. This book will take the pain out...
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Windows Registry Forensics: Advanced Digital Forensic Analysis of the Windows RegistrySyngress Publishing, 2011

	I am not an expert. I have never claimed to be an expert at anything
	(at least not seriously done so), least of all an expert in forensic
	analysis. I am not an expert in Windows Registry analysis. I am
	simply, by profession, a responder and analyst with some work
	and research experience in this area. I have also performed a
	number...
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Troubleshooting Java Performance: Detecting Anti-Patterns with Open Source ToolsApress, 2017

	With just 30 minutes of troubleshooting, how close can you get to finding the root cause of a Java

	performance problem? What observability tools would you use? What subsystems would you investigate?





	This book is a short curriculum in Java performance tuning for Java server-side developers. It explores

	one methodical...
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Beginning Spring 2: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
Spring has made a remarkable rise since its conception in 2002. Users find Spring the ideal framework to build their applications in J2EE environments. Beginning Spring 2 is the first and only Spring-authorized book that takes you through the first steps of using Spring, and requires no prior J2EE experience. It discusses relevant...
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Learn Python the Hard Way: A Very Simple Introduction to the Terrifyingly Beautiful World of Computers and CodeAddison Wesley, 2013

	You Will Learn Python!


	 


	Zed Shaw has perfected the world's best system for learning Python. Follow it and you will succeed-just like the hundreds of thousands of beginners Zed has taught to date! You bring the discipline,...
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Introducing Spring Framework: A PrimerApress, 2014

	Introducing Spring Framework is your hands-on guide to learning to build applications using the Spring Framework. The book uses a simple My Documents application that you will develop incrementally over the course of the book and covers:


	
		• How to programmatically configure the Spring container and beans
...
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Inside Windows Debugging: A Practical Guide to Debugging and Tracing Strategies in WindowsMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		One exciting aspect of software programming is that there are usually many ways
	
		to accomplish the same goal. Unfortunately, this also presents software engineers
	
		with unique challenges when trying to make the best design or implementation choice
	
		for each situation. Experience plays a major role, and the learning...
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Law of Financial SuccessKessinger Publishing, 1997
1907. Contents: Money; Mental attitude; Fear and worry; Faith; Latent powers; Ambition; Desire; Will power; Auto-suggestion; Harmony; Creation; Concentration; Persistence; Habit; Claiming your own; Making money.     

       There is no idea that seems so much misunderstood as this idea of "Money." On the one hand we find many...
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Mastering PerlO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Take the next step toward Perl mastery with advanced concepts that make coding easier, maintenance simpler, and execution faster. Mastering Perl isn't a collection of clever tricks, but a way of thinking about Perl programming for solving debugging, configuration, and many other real-world problems you’ll encounter...
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Enterprise JavaBeans 3.0 (5th Edition)O'Reilly, 2006
This book explains and demonstrates the fundamentals of the EJB 3.0 and Java Persistence programming models. Although EJB makes application development much simpler, it is still a complex technology that requires a great deal of time and study to master. This book provides a straightforward, no-nonsense explanation of the...
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